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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The chronic problem of protein deficiency that prevails

in many parts of the world today poses a great challenge to

modern technology. Current production of protein food of

animal origin is insufficient to meet the needs of an

increasing world population. From this fact arises the

possibility of a world in which the majority of people will

never have enough to eat,

Since World War II, the Food and Agricultural Organization

of the United Nations has been vigorously engaged in analyzing

and seeking a solution to the problem. As a result of extensive

research into the relationship between world populations and

existing food supplies, two unavoidable conclusions have been

reached. The tremendous growth of population in some regions

has far outstripped the existing food supply. Malnutrition,

in one form or another, is commonplace all over the world,

even in the technologically developed countries,

This problem cannot be solved merely by redistributing

existing surpluses from one area to another. There is not

enough excess food available. The only. solution exists in

increasing yields in the less productive areas, Some author-

ities feel that this is impossible. They feel that more

effective birth control is the answer. Others feel that

1
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sufficient increases in productivity can be derived through

technological improvements in agriculture.

Although significant advances in these areas could help

alleviate chronic shortages, it is not likely that the need

for protein can be satisfied without tapping other sources.

Food economists have designated the oceans of the world as

the most promising area for exploitation. The seas cover

over 70 per cent of the earth's surface. Within this watery

environment infinite varieties of life forms, both fauna

and flora, comprise a food reservoir as yet not effectively

utilized by man. No doubt there are countless species still

unknown that have the same food value as those currently

harvested.

It is common knowledge that certain regions have proven

to be extremely fertile and are fished extensively. In

northern Atlantic and northern Pacific waters alone about

nineteen million tons of fish are produced annually, repre-

senting approximately 78 per cent of the world's total. In

the opinion of many marine scientists, there are other equally

fertile areas as yet untapped.

In view of the shortages that exist, a tremendous increase

in marine food output will be required to keep pace with the

growth in population. Lionel Walford, a noted biologist,

predicts that an increase of some fifty million tons over the

next fifty years will be required to maintain the present

world level of per capita consumption. The expansion of present
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fisheries will not suffice to meet future needs, The intro-

duction of new and better equipment, the development of new

harvesting techniques, the tapping of new fishing grounds,

and advances in marine food processing will be required.1

It is the objective of this paper to report on current

significant improvements in the techniques and equipment

utilized in the harvesting and processing of marine foods.

The study deals not only with developments in the United States,

but includes important advances made all over the world.

National legislation giving impetus to new research and devel-

opment in the field is also discussed. Material dealing with

exploitation of the mineral wealth of the oceans or other

marine research activities not directly related to food

production are beyond the scope of this work. Although every

increment of knowledge mankind acquires concerning the nature

of the sea could eventually lead to progress in the war

against hunger, such a comprehensive report would be a monu-

mental task indeed.

Sources for the subject matter discussed in the study

include books written by leading marine biologists, technical

periodicals reporting on the activities of commercial fisheries,

and marine research, in addition to congressional hearings

and legislation dealing with marine resource development.

Since the scope of the study includes only current developments

in the field, the material discussed is limited to activities

1 Lionel A. Walford, Living Resources of the Sea (New
York, 1968), pp. 3-7.



during the last few years. However, in specific cases where

background information is required material of less recent.

origin is included. In addition to a discussion of probable

trends in future marine research, the last chapter includes

an evaluation of the current status of world efforts toward

increasing the food productivity of the sea.

In attempting to evaluate the present level of technology

used in exploiting the food potential of the sea, it is useful

to compare the current productivity of the oceans and the

land. To implement such an analysis it is helpful to employ

a sort of genetic classification of food resources, For plants,

the gathering of wild plants such as berries, nuts, and herbs

represents the primitive stage of technology on land. The

next technological level is the introduction of farming ,which

involves the planting of seeds and the tending and harvesting

of crops. For animals, the first stage is the hunting of

wild animals and the second stage is herding which includes

selective breeding, controlled slaughter and the utilization

of by-products such as wool, eggs and milk.

These technological categories can also be employed in

considering the productivity of the oceans. The term "farming"

can be applied to the harvesting of algae or plankton. Oysters,

fish and clams are regarded as being herded, K. o0. Emery and

C. D. Iselin, noted authorities on food resources, have

constructed an interesting table based on these categories

which illustrates the great disparity in productivity between
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land and ocean. Information contained in the table is based

upon 1964 totals which represent the most recent complete

figures on world food productivity available.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF FOOD PRODUCTIVITY
OF OCEAN AND LAND

ActivityTonnage ~Million/yr D Dollars (Billionlyr4
Ocean Land Ocean Land

Plant gathering .02 100 .04 5
Plant farming .01 2000 .01 100

Animal hunting 29. 27 4.4 11
Anmal herding -. 6 ,20_.2 120

Source: K. 0. Emery and C. D.Iselin, "Human Food From
Ocean and Land," Science, CLVII (September 15, 1967), 280.

From the above table it can be concluded that the total

dollar value of the food derived from the ocean in 1964 amounts

to approximately $4.5 billion contrasted to the total value

taken from the land of about $236 billion. Adopting the food

value derived from the land as a yardstick, if the annual

value of marine food production were in ratio to the area

relationship between the land and sea, the potential from the

seas would amount to approximately $566 billion, This indicates

that in 1964 the total dollar value of food taken from the

ocean was less than 1 per cent of that potential.

The unavoidable conclusion concerning the relative food

productivity of land and oceans is that the techniques employed

in tapping the food potential of the sea are in a much less
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advanced state of development than is agricultural technology.

Gathering and hunting remain the dominant methods of harvesting

marine foods.2 Dr. Henry Piccard, a noted oceanographer, before

the Special Subcommittee on Submerged Lands of the House of

Representatives in 1968, contended that "the present methods

of catching fish differ little from those employed by ancient

man". He also stated that "the processing and marketing of

seafood have developed along technological lines, but are

still in the dark ages". In closing remarks he contended that

"a rapid increase in the production of marine foods, especially

fish protein concentrate is vitally necessary for the millions

of people all over the world who now suffer from malnutrition",3

The United States, technologically the most advanced

country of the world, is rapidly losing ground in the field

of marine food exploitation to the Soviet Union and Japan.

In recent years the United States has annually imported over

55 per cent of its fish. This represents about 2.8 million

tons, The Soviet Union alone sells 505,000 tons of fish

products a year to this country. During the past twenty years

the Russians have actually tripled their annual catch while

during the same period the yearly totals for the United

States have consistently declined, There are several reasons

for the gradual decline of the United States fishing industry

2K. O. Emery and C. D. Iselin, "Human Food From Ocean and
Land," Science, CLVII (September 15, 1967), 279-281.

Hearing of the Special Subcommittee on Submergd Lands
of the House of Rresentative(Washington, ~ 600400- 

t00jWn"
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in relation to other world fishing powers. One of the most

important factors has been the utilization of outmoded fishing

vessels and equipment. It is impossible to compete on an

equal basis with nations employing a more efficient technology.

Both the Soviet Union and Japan produce larger yields per

vessel with less expenditure of time and manpower. The impor-

tation of fish into the United States has tended to force

prices for fish products downward due to cheap foreign labor.

As a result, smaller profit margins have tended to discourage

capable young people from entering the fishing industry as

a career. Low profit expectations and high prices for new

capital goods have also discouraged investment in more effi-

cient vessels and equipment. The research and development

programs of commercial fisheries have also suffered.4

During the period of United States decline the Russian

and Japanese fishing industries have made significant advances.

Both countries have large fleets in all the major oceans of

the world using the most advanced techniques and equipment

available. They are currently dominating the entire field of

marine food exploitation.

Japan's fishing industry has made an astounding recovery

from the holocaust of World War II. Current yields are

surpassing pre-war totals and continued increases seem inevi-

table. Japan is now in a position to give technical assistance

4 prof a Congressional Delegation to Poland and the
Soviet Union TWashington, 1966), pp.14-15.
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to the fisheries of developing countries and her surpluses

are exported all over the world.5

The Soviet Union has channeled vast amounts of resources

into the development of a highly efficient, modern fishing

industry, The success of this effort is reflected in the

amazing increases in Soviet fishery productivity. The annual

catch has increased by some 250 per cent since 1953. Some

of this increase has gone to underdeveloped countries in the

form of economic aid. Both the Soviet Union and Japan have

also made significant progress in the production of fish

protein concentrate and have established programs to improve

the technology involved in F.P.C. operations.6

One of the most amazing developments in marine food

exploitation has been the appearance of Peru as a major world

fishing power. It presently holds first place in global fish

landings and has become the leading producer of fish protein

concentrate. With the help of subsidies from the Peruvian

government and technical assistance from Japan, Russia and

the United States, Peru has developed its fishing industry

at a very rapid pace, The success of this program brings new

hope to other developing nations who are seeking to expand

their food resources.

5John Bardach, Harvest of the Sea (New York, 1958), pp.
131-132.

6 Re tof a Congressional Delegation to Poland and the
Soviet Union TWashington, 1966), pp. 3-5.

7Bardach, p. 120.



CHAPTER II

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN MARINE
HARVESTING TECHNIQUES

If man is to ever exploit the ocean's food potential

on a scale large enough to adequately meet human nutrititional

needs then he obviously must improve on the methods he is

currently employing in this endeavor. Increases in produc-

tivity cannot be accomplished without improvements in the

techniques employed in marine harvesting operations. This

means that advancements in methods of fish detection, methods

of capture, fish farming techniques and in the exploitation

of untapped areas will be required. There are currently

developments in each of these areas that could prove to be

significant.

New Methods of Detection

An interesting development in detection devices for

use by trawlers in spotting schools of fish has been the

introduction of echo-sounding. The basic echo sounder is an

invaluable instrument to a trawler captain because it enables

him to determine where to shoot his nets and how far to tow,

resulting in larger catches with less expenditure of time.

In one of the more sophisticated models, the chart and

cathodic ray displays of the basic instrument are combined

with a third chart record which more effectively reproduces

9
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the configurations of the bottom. This technique is made

possible by the utilization of a unique device that locks

the display on the third chart record to the sea bottom

regardless of the pitch of the ship or bottom undulations.1

The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, during research

activities conducted in the eastern tropical Pacific in 1967,

utilized sonar to determine the occurrence of fish schools

in the area. The results of the study indicate that the

utilization of sonar in estimating the population of fish over

relatively large areas in a short period of time is very

effective. When compared to surface sightings taken at the

same time, it has been found that sonar is also much more

accurate than visual techniques. As a result of this research

the widespread adoption of sonar detection by commercial

fisheries has occurred.2

Spotting commercially desirable varieties of fish by the

sounds they make has also proven to be a very efficient method

of detection due to the development of underwater listening

devices. Located in the heads of most bony fish are two

flattened bones that enable them to pick up sound vibrations.

Fish also have the ability to emit vibrations of their own.

Striated muscles associated with a gas filled swim bladder

possessed by several species of the Cod family enable these

1Cline Oliver, "Intelligent Echo Sounding," World Fishing,
XVI (March, 1967), 41-44.

2hobert I. McClendon, "Detection of Fish Schools by Sonar,"
Commercial Fisheries Review, XXX (April, 1968), 426-429.
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fish to produce sounds as part of their behavioral patterns.

Such noises may be produced for purposes of self-defense,

for aggression, or may play a vital role in the reproductive

cycle of the species. Other varieties of fish employ

different methods. $ome emit sounds by gnashing their teeth,

quickly opening and closing their mouths or through the use

of gill vibrations. Because of the distinctive nature of

these various types of sound emissions, fish can be readily

identified.

The noises produced by fish are picked up by an extremely

sensitive instrument known as the calibrated hydrophone.

Used in conjunction with an amphlifier, a recorder, a frequency

analyzer, and an oscilloscope for acoustic analysis, the

hydrophone can be used effectively at a wide range of depths.

However, this equipment is enormously complicated and requires

great skill in its employment,

The underwater listening device has an important advantage

over the use of sonar as a technique of fish detection.

Unlike sonar, the hydrophone can be used to identify the

specific species of fish detected. Although this method is

still in the experimental stage, its future commercial appli-

cation may greatly increase the ability of fishing vessels

to locate and identify large schools of valuable food fish.3

3Alan P. Major, "We flight Learn to Spot Fish by the
Sound They Make," Fishing News International, VII (May,
1968), 5, 37, 90.
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New Methods of Capture

Perhaps one of the most novel innovations by a commercial

fishery in recent years has been the introduction of helicopters

as a method of catching fish. A fishery in New Zealand has

successfully utilized helicopters as its primary fishing units,

equipping them with both gill and longline nets, Due to the

fact that net fishing operations are generally based upon

lifting techniques, helicopters used as cranes are very

effective.

Conventional types of nets are carried in a pot on the

side of the helicopter. Upon reaching the fishing area one

end of the net is lowered and secured either by a lead weight,

if it is to be dropped over land, or by a buoy if dropped

over water. After securing the net, the helicopter flies

sideways reeling out about 1,000 yards of net. In the next

stage of the operation the net is shot to within a 300 yard

range of the school of fish. The pilot then scares the fish

into the nets by flying over them in much the same way as a

cowboy maneuvers cattle into a loading pen. A dory, lowered

from the helicopter, serves as a platform from which fisher-

men can work along the net. The fish are transferred from

the primary net into ring nets which are transported to shore

by the helicopter as they are filled. There, insulated ice

filled trailers await their arrival to transport the catch

to a factory for processing. 4

4George McDonald, "Helicopter Fishing Proves Successful,"
Commercial Fishing, VI (June, 1967), 8-9.
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The development of effective electronic fish detecting

devices has made possible the use of mid-water trawls in

capturing fish. This fishing technique is feasible only when

the depth of fish schools has been accurately determined and

the net has been properly positioned so that the fish run

straight into it. However, even with the use of sonar, the

problem of distinguishing sea bed echoes from those produced

by fish has not been satisfactorily solved. There is a very

small margin for error in depth measurement, for if the depth

assessment is off only a small degree, the schools of fish

may be missed entirely.

In the past, two ships were required in mid-water trawl

operations, but due to improvements in spreader design fishing

cannot be accomplished by a lone trawler. Net spreaders

have been redesigned so that the depth of the net can be

more efficiently regulated by the speed of the ship, The

net rises as the trawler increases speed and lowers as the

ship slows down to approach shoals of fish, Once the depth

of the fish has been determined, the net can be quickly lowered

to the desired position.

Unfortunately, only the technologically advanced countries

have adopted the extensive use of mid-water trawling. Research

by the United States Bureau of Commercial Fisheries indicates

that in many areas of the ocean there are large schools of

commercially valuable fish too far from the bottom to be

captured by conventional trawls, However, with the utilization

of mid-water trawling techniques these schools could be
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effectively harvested. In research operations off the coast

of Washington, the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, using a

mid-water trawl, harvested 42,000 pounds of Pacific Hake in

one hour. The Bureau, as a result of this research, has

concluded that the widespread use of mid-water trawling could

greatly increase the productivity of world fisheries.5

The use of lights to attract fish is becoming increasingly

important as a new method of capture in many areas of the

world. Despite the fact that the phenomenon is not yet scien-

tifically explanable, the effectiveness of inducing the

reaction through use of illumination has been proven. Numerous

variations in light fishing techniques have been employed

successfully in different countries.

In the Caspian Sea Kilka are caught in great quantity

by Russian vessels using bright lights attached to long hoses,

With this equipment, fish schooling at various depths can be

attracted into trawl nets without the meticulous precision

required in usual mid-water trawling operations. Much Soviet

marine research deals directly with light fishing technology.

Also, Soviet scientists are seeking a better understanding of

the cause of the reaction of fish to various forms of illu-

mination.

Many fishermen in the Mediterranean have discovered the

advantages of using lights to attract Squid, as well as fish,

into the range of their nets. The scaffolds upon which the

5Bardach, pp. 151-132.
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lamps are hung are becoming standard equipment. The increased

yields in the area, as a result of this new method, have

proven to be considerable.

The Japanese, who depend heavily on the sea as a source

of protein, have developed the technology of light fishing

to a very high level. Coastal fisheries use lights to lure

fish into nets installed in bays and adjacent to promontories.

The lamps are placed in a series often extending some 1,250

yards into the sea and along the wings of the net.

The common practice is to space the lights at uniform

intervals with the last lamp located inside the net. With

the arrival of sunset all the lamps are switched on. As the

fish gather along the farthest lamp it is turned off. At the

end of subsequent brief time intervals, each lamp leading

from the bay is extinguished until only the last one remains.

Thus, the fish are led step by step into the net. This

operation can be repeated numerous times during the night

and the nets are emptied the following morning.

The advantage that this technique has over more conven-

tional practices is that it can be employed without the need

of human attendance. In fact, the entire operation, save

the emptying of the nets, is completely automated. As a result

of its introduction, the productivity of Japanese coastal

fisheries has risen sharply.6

61bid., pp. 136-137.
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The use of electrical currents passed through water

to direct, stun, or kill fish is also rapidly becoming an

important fisheries innovation. Direct current of the proper

pulsation can be used to attract fish in much the same manner

as lights. It also has the advantage of making possible the

harvesting of fish species that are either very difficult

or impossible to capture by net.

The Russians make extensive use of electrical shocking

devices in their trawling operations. Prawns are frightened

out of the bottom sediment by use of electrically charged

footropes. Also, large schools of fish can be momentarily

stunned by electrical currents minimizing the damage incurred

in pumping the catch on board. The French sardine fleets

employ electrical shocking devices to prevent fish from

escaping their nets. French Tuna fleets have also increased

their productivity by stunning their catch. This technique

minimizes the losses caused by sharks that might be attracted

by the struggles of the hooked tuna.7

Another innovation based upon the use of electricity

involves shooting a floating electrical harpoon into the school,

Fish are attracted to it and paralyzed, The harpoon is then

drawn back to the fishing vessel and electrified suction hoses

transfer the catch on board. The only disadvantage to this

technique is that large charges of electrical power cannot

7C. Hooker, "Electrofishing," Commercial Fis VII
(January, 1968), 5-11.
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be economically generated by small fishing vessels. This

fact limits the range of the operation to about one hundred

feet.

One of the possibilities that this technique affords is

the development of an "electric fish magnet" guided by an

echo sounder that would attract fish up from regions too

deep for normal trawling operations. As the fish are drawn

up by the magnet they would be stunned and easily netted.

The exploitation of deeper waters made possible by this tech-

nique could lead to increases in trawler productivity.

Shrimp, which remain buried in the bottom silt during

the day are normally fished only at night. However, with the

utilization of electrical charges to raise them from the mud

shrimp fishing operations can be conducted twenty-four hours

a day. Currently the use of this method is limited to a

few American fisheries, but its success would indicate its

future widespread adoption by shrimp industries throughout

the world.8

Both the English and French have begun to employ electrical

shocking apparatus in their whaling operations with great

success. Stunned whales are much easier to harpoon and secure

than they otherwise would be. Helicopters armed with electrical

harpoons are soon to be employed commercially in the British

whaling industry as a result of extensive experimental research

and testing by the British government. 9

8Bardach, pp. 135-136.

9Hooker, p. II.
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Introduction of Aquaculture

The impending exhaustion of various species of food

fish harvested by British fisheries has led to the artificial

cultivation of sole, plaice and shellfish. Eggs are collected

at sea and the young fish are reared in inland ponds. Research

is being conducted to determine the proper environmental

conditions for optimum productivity, Sole seems the most

desirable species for cultivation since they spawn the most

readily in an artificially created environment. However,

turbot, brill and shellfish adapt quite readily to heated

sea water and can also be profitably cultivated,

The British have also begun to rely on the artificial

breeding of oysters, due to depleted stocks. A commercial

oyster hatchery has been constructed which hopefully will not

only produce oyster varieties indigenous to British waters,

but will cultivate American and New Zealand varieties as

well.10

The Japanese have pioneered in the field of artificial

shrimp husbandry and have established the first large scale

commercial shrimp farm in the world. It is located at Skushima-

Cho on the island of Shikoki in Japan. During the spawning

season, berried female shrimp are bought from local fishermen

for their eggs. They are placed in shallow ponds containing

filtered sea water. Pumps operate round the clock at the

rate of 500 tons of sea water per hour. This constant flow

1 0"Fish Farming," Nature CCXVII (February, 1968),
704-7050
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of clean water into the ponds assures the maintenance of

perfect environmental conditions for the young shrimp which

will undergo several larval stages before reaching adulthood.

The food requirements of the young shrimp differ in each

stage of their development, therefore, a large portion of

shrimp farming activity is directed at growing the variety

of foods necessary to successful shrimp culture, After the

young shrimp reach the final stage in their development they

are transported to the smaller shrimp farms of the inland

sea of Japan where they will grow to maturity, These farms

lack the technology necessary to raise the shrimp from the

egg, but are very successful in fattening them up for the

shrimp season of the winter months.1 1

Doctor Inoue, a prominant Japanese marine biologist, has

been conducting experiments in tuna farming which have proven

to be very successful. His first efforts were directed at

determining the survival rate for tuna eggs hatched in arti-

ficially controlled conditions. Results of his tests indicate

an 80 per cent survival rate, the same as that for salmon eggs

cultivated in hatcheries. The young tuna are then transferred

to inland ponds. There, protected from their natural enemies

and provided with adequate food, they grow at a more rapid

rate than in their natural habitat. The fry remain in con-

trolled environmental conditions for about three months and

then are transferred to ocean areas where tuna populations

have been depleted.

lBardach, p. 195.
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As is the case in shrimp culture, the provision of

adequate nutrition for the young fish is of paramount

importance in tuna farming operations. The bulk of the

food is derived from marine chorella, a green seaweed with

a high protein content which is fed to plankton and small

animals that make up the tuna's diet. These minute creatures

are harvested with fine mesh trawls and then transported to

the tuna ponds at feeding time.

Dr. Inoue contends that his experiments prove conclu-

sively that tuna farming leads to sizeable increases in tuna

populations. He also points out that the technology required

is well within the capabilities of United States and Japanese

fisheries. It is his belief that the current levels of tuna

exploitation by major world fisheries will lead to depletion

of existing stocks if his methods are not adopted.12

A new technique in the field of trout culture has been

developed by Dr. Uchihashi, a Japanese scientist, which affects

the entire life cycle of the fish from hatchery to harvest,

After having been reared in inland hatcheries and nourished

by a newly developed fish pellet of a high nutritional content,

the fish are transferred to shallow ponds near the sea. Here

they undergo the transition from a fresh water environment

to sea water. Later they are transported to enclosed inlets

12Richard Philips, "Japanese Scientists Say Tuna Farms
Possible," National Fisherman, XLIX (August 1, 1968), 22B-
23B.
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where they are conditioned to respond to a signal on a

wave length of 400 cycles per second. The signal is trans-

mitted two minutes before each feeding period and food

pellets are released one minute and thirty seconds after

the sound ceases. The conditioning process continues for

one month and then the fish are released into the bay. At

feeding time the signal is transmitted and, reacting in the

established pattern, the trout crowd into the feeding grounds.

Due to the acute sensitivity of trout to the signal's wave

length they can be summoned from great distances at sea.

When the feeding periods are established at set time intervals

the fish will return to feed even without the signal.

The trout reach maturity after several months and are

harvested merely by sounding the "dinner bell". The fish

are surrounded and caught by nets as they come in to feed

and are then transported to a factory for processing. This

technique eliminates much of the time and cost involved in

conventional fishing operations.

The work of Dr. Uchihashi may prove to be the greatest

single achievement yet in the field of aquaculture. It is

not difficult to visualize future sea farms in which tons of

commercially valuable fish will be harvested on a completely

automated basis. Due to its effectiveness and low costs,

the underdeveloped countries of the world should find this
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new technique a real breakthrough in the search for a

cheap source of protein. 1 3

A congressional delegation during a recent visit to

the Soviet Union sought to ascertain the current level of

technological development in Russian aquaculture. Results

of this investigation indicate that while the Soviets are

making some efforts in the field, their program is still in

the experimental stage. Artificial breeding plants have

been established in the Caspian and Ural Seas with the

objective of effecting improvements in the spawning cycle of

various species. Future plans call for expansion of these

facilities pending the successful completion of the experiments.

The Soviets have been pioneering in the field of fish

transplantation and have constructed special incubating

stations that serve as temporary homes for transplanted species,

Numerous examples of successful transplantations were reported

by the committee including pink salmon, baby king crabs and

lobsters. Perhaps the most important experiment involved

the transfer of 300 mature crabs from the Bering Sea to the

Barents and White Seas. The specimens actually reproduced

at a more rapid rate in their new habitat than they had prior

to the transplantation.

The Soviets have recently undertaken the cultivation

of seaweed and sea cabbages. Located on the southern pacific

coast, the seaweed and sea cabbage beds are harvested

131bid.,pp. 202-203.
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regularly providing the ingredients for a special stew of

a high nutritional content, To avoid depletion of these

beds new vegetation is planted as the crops are harvested.lk

Exploitation of Untapped Areas

The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Exploratory Fishing

and Gear Research Programs have proven to be very effective

in the discovery and appraisal of new fishing grounds suitable

for commercial exploitation. The objectives of the program

are: to expand present fishing grounds; to demonstrate

diversification of effort on present grounds; to discover

new grounds; and to provide an appraisal of new resources,

Prior to its inauguration, the need for a governmental pro-

gram to conduct these activities had become acute due to

the high costs that had been incurred during exploratory

research by private industry, The search for new fishing

grounds was conducted on a trial and error basis and the

resulting losses in time and equipment became prohibitive.

Another problem arose from the inability of fishermen to

legally claim exclusive rights to the exploitation of newly

discovered fishing areas. As a result, companies engaging

in private exploration were forced to share the fruits of

their research while bearing the entire burden of the cost.

A great deal of research activity carried on in the

program has been concentrated in the region stretching from

14hepoQrt of a Congressional Delegation to Poland and
the Soviet Union TWashington, 1966), p. 16 .
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southern Oregon to Alaska. The behavioral characteristics

of various fish species including sattle fish, petrale sole,

dover sole, and Pacific cod are currently subjects of inten-

sive study. Exploratory research in this area has resulted

in the discovery of pink shrimp on known trawling grounds

in sufficient quantities for profitable commercial exploi-

tation, The success of this venture has demonstrated the

value of diversification of fishing on existing grounds.

Exploration for hake off the coast of Washington is also

being conducted involving the utilization of pelagic and

mid-water trawls. Future plans call for the exploration of

waters deeper than those presently fished.15

An extensive study of Giant Alaskan Prawn in Southeast

Alaskan waters has also been initiated to determine if this

species can be profitably exploited. Past attempts to harvest

Alaskan Prawn on a commercial basis had been unsuccessful

because the rough terrain of the sea bottom in the ocean

had made conventional trawling operations impossible. This

research has been a joint operation of the Bureau and private

industry, representing the first commercial shrimping for

purposes of research in Alaska. The immediate objective of

the enterprise is to determine the size and distribution of

the shrimp population in the area and to develop appropriate

gear for its harvesting. Various types of trawls have been

tested in conjunction with the utilization of a special

1% Heyamoto, "Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Research
Goals," The Fisherman News, XXIII (September, 1967), 18-24.
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telemetry system developed by the Bureau of Commercial

Fisheries, Experimental mid-water trawls and conventional

trawls with hydrofoil doors have been employed and their

effectiveness measured.

Preliminary results of this research indicate that

bottom trawling at night is more productive than during the

day and that small shrimp trawls used in combination with

hydrofoil doors are most efficient. However, additional

research will be required to determine if prawn fishing on

a large scale can be commercially successful.16

The ?esearch Board of Canada is also playing an important

role in the search for new fishing grounds. Recent surveys

have been conducted in Hecate Strait, in Queen Charlotte

Sound, and off the East Coast of Vancouver Island. Trawling

operations have revealed a very promising site at Pearl Rock

at Queen Charlotte Sound where the average catch has measured

three hundred pounds. Specimens harvested in this area have

been found at depths ranging from 70 to 105 fathoms. Another

potential high yield area has been discovered in the region

proximating 4uatsino Sound. Initial operations have averaged

355 pounds per catch at 77 shrimp to the pound. The exploi-

tation of these areas should significantly increase the

yearly totals for Canadian shrimp landings. 1 7

l6Doyne W. Kessler, "Experimental Trawling for Giant Alaskan
Prawn," Commercial Fisheries Review, XXX (January, 1968),
41-44.

17"Two Promising Shrimp Areas Discovered," Western
Fisheries, LXXV (October, 1967), 40.
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Due to the depletion of demersal fish stocks in Northern

Atlantic waters, many nations have begun to seek new regions

for exploitation. In the lastrfew years the area off the

southwestern coast of South Africa has emerged as an important

new fishing ground. Although this region had been fished on

a small scale by 4outh Africa for many years, it was not until

recently that large scale operations were undertaken. These

came as a result of exploratory research by the Spanish and

Japanese. The large yields derived in subsequent harvesting

operations by these countries have attracted other fishing

powers into the sea.

The boundaries of the South African grounds are tremendous

in extent, The area includes the waters off Port Elizabeth

to the southwest, around the southern tip of Africa, and

northwest along the west coast to Angola. During the daylight

hours the fish migrate from the lower depths to feed near the

surface. As a result of this behavioral pattern fishing

operations are conducted mostly at night, Total landings in

the area have tripled in the last few years.18

The Norwegians have also been engaging in exploratory

activities in an effort to reverse the downward trend in

fish landings of traditionally harvested species. Initially

Arctic Capelin, a member of the smelt family, was harvested

between seasons for other surface species, However, the

discovery of abundant stocks off the northern coast of Norway

18Ralph Henderson, "South African Hake Prospects,"
World Fishing, XVI (October, 1967), 60-62o
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has led to a tremendous increase in Capelin landings. This

increase is reflected in the difference between yields in

1965 of 217,000 metric tons and in 1967 of 418,000 metric

tons.

Trawl operations for Capelin normally yield large average

catches due to the slow moving compact schools that charac-

terize this species. Conventional surface trawling equipment

can be employed which eliminates the need for equipment changes

when other fish varieties are harvested. Although present

operations have been concentrated in Norwegian waters, the

$oviet Union and Canada have begun to exploit the vast

potential for Capelin around their own northern coasts.19

19Nitter Egenaes, "Arctic Capelin--the Next Great Growth
Fishery," Ocean Fisheries, III (October, 1967), 7-8.



CHAPTER III

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN RESEARCH
AND HARVESTING EQUIPMENT

Advancements in the design and construction of vessels

and equipment utilized in harvesting operations play an

important role in increasing the productivity of commercial

fisheries. Current developments include not only improvements

in trawlers and gear but also the introduction of new

research vessels.

Trends in Fishing Craft Design
and Construction

The dominant trend in the design of commercial fishing

craft in the last few years has been toward the construction

of larger and larger vessels. Russia and Japan were the

first countries to exploit the advantages inherent in larger

ships. Trawlers in the Russian Mayakovsky class have a

displacement of over three thousand tons. Due to their

enormous storage capacities they are utilized as "floating

factories". Smaller vessels transfer their catch to the

"mother ships" for processing. The harvest is either frozen

or transformed into fish protein concentrate.

lBardach, p. 12?.
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The Soviets maintain large fishing fleets that remain

at sea for months on end. Transport ships carry provisions

for the fleets and transfer the catch to home ports. An

important advantage derived from the use of large factory

ships capable of sustained operations is that international

waters all over the world may be exploited.2

United States fisheries have also recognized the superi-

ority of larger vessels and as a result, two new factory

ships, the Sea Freeze Atlantic and the Sea Freeze PaiLic,

have recently been launched. The dimensions of these craft

measure 296 feet in length, a beam of 44 feet and a dis-

placement of 3,120 tons. Top speed registers 14.4 knots and

the trawling pull is 20 tons. Their cruising range exceeds

26,000 miles.

They not only harvest the catch but process and store

it as well. Some of the fish are blast frozen for future

processing and the remainder is converted into fish concen-

trate and oil. The fact that the bulk of the catch is

processed immediately eliminates the chance of spoilage or

deterioration and results in a product of high quality. Their

processing plants are capable of handling 50 tons of fish

a day. Presently the Sea Freeze Atlantic is operating off

the coast of Greenland and the Sea Freeze Pacific is fishing

around the Alaskan Coast.3

2lbid., p. 130.

3Charles Oliver, "Two New Freezer Factoryships May Put
the U, S. Back into the Fish Industry Race," Quick Frozen Foods,
II (September, 1968), 97-99.
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Another important advance in the field of vessel

construction has been the commercial introduction of the

fiberglass boat as a fisheries tool. A 36 foot combination

gill netter and trotter is currently being built with a hull

constructed of standard fiberglass. The hold, which is

insulated with fiberglass, has watertight compartments

fitted with aluminum fish boxes capable of storing 700 pounds

of salmon each. The deck is also covered with fiberglass

which protects against the formation of ice which always

poses a hazard in cold weather operations. The Alaskan

fishery which will charter the vessel intends to use it in

Arctic fishing grounds,>

The . C. Brent the largest fiberglass boat in the

western hemisphere has been recently launched in New Port,

Florida and is now engaged in commercial shrimping operations.

Although below decks the vessel is of conventional structural

design save for its fiberglass hull, the above decks portion

presents several new and original features. The wheelhouse

is located amidships providing improved visibility. Also, the

crew's quarters have been placed nearer to the bow than was

the case in previous models, The deck has been covered with

fiberglass which eliminates the possibility of slippery

conditions forming on its surface. Special salt water icing

equipment has been installed to freeze the catch and an insu-

lated hold provides ideal storage.

4Bill Glass, "Boats," Western Fisheries, LXXVII (November,
1968), 22.
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Since its introduction the ship has reduced the cost

of shrimping operations due to greater hold volume; increased

fuel and water capacity; greater speed without the utilization

of larger engines; and lower repair and maintenance requirements.

The increased profits that have resulted make its future wide-

spread adoption by the world's shrimp industries inevitable.5

Ferro-cement, a homogeneous mixture of sand, cement,

clay, and steel webbing reinforcement has been recently intro-

duced as a replacement for steel alloy in the construction

of hulls for fishing craft. A newly established construction

firm in Canada which manufactures ferro-cement ships contends

that the material is hard, durable, light in weight and can

be manufactured at low cost. An experimental trawler with a

hull constructed of ferro-cement was successfully sailed

from Australia to Canada. During the course of its voyage

the hull of the ship withstood impact with a submerged rock

at a speed of twelve knots without suffering damage.

Fishing trawlers and barges with ferro-cement hulls are

currently being utilized by Canadian fisheries. The reductions

in maintenance costs that have resulted from the strength

and durability of the material under all types of environmental

conditions are considerable.6

A Portland cement company recognizing the potential for

ferro-cement in the field of shipbuilding and marine construction

5"Largest Fiberglass Boat in the Western Hemisphere
Launched," 4Fishin Gazette. LXXXV (August, 1968), 46-48,

6E. T. Nesbitt, "Ferro-cement Boat Building," National
Fisherman, XLIX (August, 1968), 12.
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has switched over to its production exclusively, Instructions

concerning the use of ferro-cement are being issued to ship-

builders by cement firms in the United States, England,

Canada, and Australia.7

The use of glass reinforced plastic in the construction

of fishing vessels is another significant innovation. An

English firm is currently producing boats composed of this

material from 45 to 60 feet in length at very low cost.

The hulls are molded in sections and by varying them in size

craft of various lengths and beam widths can be built.

The manufacturer guarantees the hulls against damage

from normal use for ten years. The decks are also constructed

of "OGRP with wooden insets for working spaces. Each vessel

has a fish room which varies from 4,000 to 7,500 cubic feet

in space depending upon the size of the vessels. Refrigeration

can be installed if desired with glass reinforced plastic

providing excellent insulation.

Several different types of vessels are currently available

depending upon the harvesting method to be used. Shrimpers,

trawlers and seiners constructed of glass reinforced plastic

have all been used extensively by British fisheries very

successfully. American fisheries are now indicating an interest

in GP due to the rising costs of other construction materials.8

7John Gardner, "Wide Interest Shown in Ferro-Cement Boats,"
National Fisherman, XLVIII (September, 1967), 8A-9A.

8"World Interest in GRP Section Built Vessels," World
Fishing, XVII (April, 1968), 25.
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Development of New Research Vessels

Perhaps the most important aspect of the Bureau of

Commercial Fisheries programs to improve the technology

employed in marine food exploitation has been the development

of new research vessels. Private industry has also played

a significant role in this effort. The basic knowledge acquired

through research has the immediate effect of improving tech-

niques and equipment used in harvesting operations. However,

more basic information acquired concerning the nature of the

sea and the laws that govern the relationship between species

of fish and their environment may prove to be even more

beneficial in the long run. Both types of research have been

expedited by the use of vessels especially designed for these

purposes.

The M y. Delaware II, an experimental research vessel

recently launched by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

Exploratory Fishing and Gear Research Base at Gloucester,

Massachusetts is an excellent example of new research craft.

Constructed along the general lines of a stern ramp trawler,

it has the capability of performing a variety of research

functions.

The Delaware II is currently engaged in developing and

demonstrating new techniques, and equipment for marine harvesting

and also is accumulating data concerning the physical and

chemical properties of the ocean. A primary objective is to

develop a stern trawler of superior design and efficiency.
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In conjunction with this effort is the testing of a new

mechanized handling system that reduces the cost of trawling

operations. The vessel is equipped to employ several types

of harvesting methods including clam and scallop dredging,

side trawling, gill netting, long lining, and purse seining.

Experimental systems involving each of these techniques are

undergoing analysis.

As a result of its great cruising range of 8,000 miles

the ship can remain at sea for long periods. A newly designed

1,000 horse power engine provides more than adequate power

and is capable of generating 12,5 knots in speed. More

advanced models of this vessel are to be utilized by commercial

industries for private research.9

The National Science Foundation has recently acquired a

deep sea research trawler developed by the Navy, The vessel

has been designed specifically for Antarctic operations and

will be engaged in research activities off the coast of

Antarctica., The primary functions of the craft will be to

collect specimens of marine life in the area. A trolley system

has been rigged to convey large specimens to a refrigerated

room enclosed inside the deckhouse for dissection.

Perhaps the most modern vessel currently used in American

marine research is the Qeanorapher Its most important

feature is a laboratory equipped to conduct meteorological,

9Keith A. Smith, "Design of the M. V. Delaware II,"
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Circular, CCLXXIII (October,
1967),t
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gravity and deep sea photographic surveys. Special gear has

been installed to handle scientific instruments, Its guidance

system includes a computer, automated control and data systems,

and satelite navigational equipment. 1 0

Manned Submersibles

The recent introduction of small manned submersibles

with equipment specially designed to implement marine research

is becoming increasingly important. Although present models

are usually small due to the limits of present technology,

efforts are being made by government and industry to develop

larger, more efficient vehicles at reduced cost, Many fields

of marine science including oceanography, marine biology,

acoustics and geology are benefiting from their use.

Manned submersibles have several inherent advantages over

surface vessels. A scientist can observe at close range the

subject of his observation or experiment despite the hostility

of the environment. Also, equipment required for surface

observations can be dispensed with in favor of man's own senses

which are "far more flexible and versatile than the most

sophisticated scientific instrument". Submersible craft are

not subject to wave and wind action and, therefore, provide

a more stable platform for research activity than do surface

craft. Also, instrument packages can be placed on the bottom

more accurately.

%ames Livingston, "America Steps Up Research," World
Fishing, XVI (February, 1967), 28-29.
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Standard equipment on most craft include cameras, lights,

sensors, data recorders and telemetry systems. Multiple ports

provide sufficient visibility for scientific observations.

With their sophisticated guidance systems, submersibles are

able to maneuver effectively near the bottom and at relatively

great depths.

The world's first atomic powered deep sea submersible

designed specifically for research purposes is currently under

construction. Sponsored by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,

the vessel will engage in surveys of the American continental

shelves to determine the coincidence of various species of

food fish in these areas. Due to its atomic engines it will

be capable of sustained underwater operations.

The development of this vessel is probably the greatest

breakthrough in the field of marine research. With the

future commercial introduction of atomic submersibles which

seems inevitable American fisheries will be able to discover

and exploit potential fishing grounds all over the world.

Not only will surveys of fish population in distant waters

be facilitated, but the improved understanding gained of fish

behavioral patterns will be most beneficial to commercial

fisheries.

The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries is currently testing

manned submersibles to ascertain their effectiveness in marine

1 Henry A. Arnold, "Manned Submersibles for Research,"
Science, CLVIII (October 6, 1967), 84-95.
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research. The two man submarine Pisces developed to aid in

fishery investigations is being used to observe pacific hake

in its natural surroundings, The purpose of this project is

to test the reaction of fish to various types of harvesting

techniques involving the use of lights, electrical shock and

experimental nets. Special gear has been installed to secure

instrument packages attached outside the vessel. Later models

of the Pisces will carry a direct-reading current meter, a

depth telemetry system, a gyroscope and an improved submarine

tracking system.12

The Grumman Aircraft and Engineering Corporation has

recently finished construction of the Grumman PX-15, a manned

submersible designed to implement research operations off the

Florida coast. Henry Piccard, a noted marine biologist, will

supervise investigation of the deep sea scattering layers in

this area that have proven so difficult to penetrate from the

surface by electronic detection devices. The submarine,

equipped with the most advanced scientific instruments available

will aid in determining the effect that these layers have on

the feeding habits and reproductive cycle of fish that inhabit

these waters. The project is a joint project of Piccard and

the U. a. Naval Oceanography office as part of a program to

study the behavioral patterns of food fish. If the submarine

1 2William L. High, "The Submarine Pisces as a Fisheries
Tool," Fisheries Review, XXIX (April, 1967), 21-24.
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proves effective in this type of research, it would become

a valuable fisheries tool in the future. 1 3

Edward Wenk, Executive Secretary of the National Council

of Marine Resources and Engineering, asserts that this country

currently leads all other nations in the number of manned

submersibles engaged in marine research. In fact, the United

State's current capability for deep sea exploration is many

times that of the other world fishing powers. However, the

significance of this advantage cannot be fully ascertained

until future years when totals for United States fish landings

are compared with the productivity of other world fisheries.

Hopefully this country's investment in manned research sub-

mersibles will pay large dividends in its effort to regain

its former position of world leadership in marine food

exploitation, 14

Despite the increasing widespread utilization of research

submersibles in this country there are still scientists in

many fields that are unaware of the capabilities of such

vessels. Information concerning the potential value of manned

submersibles for marine research could be made available by

either the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries or by private industry.

Also, prospective buyers could be given demonstration cruises

to illustrate the capabilities of submersible craft.15

3Hearin O.before the pial onCommittee onSubmerged Lands,
90th Congress (WashTngton, 1968), 8.

14Edward Wenk, Jr., "What Lies Beyond Vietnam," SaturdaX
Review, L (July, 1967), 43-44.

15Arnold, p. 15.
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In conclusion, it is interesting to note the overall

progress made in the field of research craft development

in the last few years. During the period from 1957 to 1967

the number of vessels has risen from 7 to 115. Meanwhile,

the amount of money spent on oceanographic research has

increased from $10 million in 1957 to $310 million in 1967.16

Introduction of More Efficient
Trawler Gear

The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Exploratory Fishing

and Gear Research programs have given new impetus to the

development of more effective trawler equipment, New gear

is tested for mechanical efficiency and the reaction of fish

to the equipment is studied. One of the most important

advances resulting from this research has been the successful

development of a telemetry system to be used in mid-water

trawling operations. The new system makes possible the

extreme accuracy required in maneuvering the trawl into

proper position for optimum catches. l7

Not only is extreme accuracy required in the determination

of the location of the school, but also the net must be

maneuvered rapidly into position or the fish will escape

capture. Therefore, success in this type of operation requires

a net that can be deployed quickly and accurately.

l6Morris, p. 29.

H. Heyamoto, "Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Research
Goals," The Fisherman's Nes, XIII (September, 1967),
23-24.
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A Cambridge scientist has developed such a net. The

net can be maneuvered easily through the use of hydrofoil

doors attached to each side of the net and parallel to each

other, Thus mounted, the doors resemble the wings of a

biplane. A rotating cylinder connects them together. Powered

by a small electrical motor, the cylinder forces the doors

into a dive or a climb. The direction the net moves depends

on which direction the cylinder is rotated. Presently the

rotars are directed manually but future models will be

controlled automatically by echo-sounder.

Earlier trawls were raised and lowered by changes in the

speed of the fishing vessel or by variations in the length

of the warps. The new trawl operates independently of these

factors. It functions most effectively between the surface

and 100 fathoms although it can be used at lower depths.18

Over a million metric tons of fish worth approximately

475 million are harvested annually through the use of

purse seines. This type of net is effective in harvesting

a wide variety of fish species and can be used by vessels

of all sizes. Despite the success of purse seining, research

is currently underway by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

to improve the efficiency of the net.

It is estimated by the Bureau that about 50 per cent of

all purse seine sets for tuna are unproductive. The problem

arises due to the time required to position the net properly

1 8 "Motorized Trawl Doors Permit Precise Control of Net
Depth," National Fisherman, XLIX (May, 1968), 23.
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after fish have been detected. The efficiency of purse

seine operations varies directly with the depth of the net.

From this fact arises the need for the development of nets

that will sink more rapidly and fish deeper, Such nets

would significantly reduce the present operating cost of

tuna harvesting. A 10 per cent improvement in the number of

successful sets could reduce those costs by more than a

million dollars annually,

As a possible solution to the problem, the Bureau of

Commercial Fisheries has built a new net which incorporates

the fast sinking capability of the North Atlantic purse

seine with the durability and maneuverability of the American

tuna seine. The success of this net in recent tests has led

to the development of improved models of various sizes that

will be used in routing handling operations on conventional

fishing vessels. If they perform as anticipated they will

be introduced on a commercial basis, providing tuna fisheries

with greater average catches at lower cost. 19

Scottish Seining, a new trawling technique made possible

by the development of a double winged net, promises to increase

the productivity of small vessels. Involved in the operation

are two long ropes and a net that are used to encircle that

segment of the sea bottom comprising the fishing area. The

net utilized differs from the conventional type not only in

19"Fast Sinking Purse Seine Being Tested Off California,"
SNews International, VII (July, 1968), 7, 21.
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the addition of the two wings on the sides of the bag but

also in its light weight. Two warps of manila rope of at

least one mile in length and three inches in circumference

are used to keep the net open. When the ropes are towed by

the ship the wings come together scaring the fish into the

middle of the net. The fish are then hoisted on board.

This gear can be used to catch a great variety of food

fish because it incorporates both dragging and surrounding

principles in the same operation. As a result, demersal fish,

shrimp, lobster and herring can be harvested with the same

equipment. Another advantage is that the power required for

its successful use is within the limits of winches normally

used on small vessels. Results of tests conducted by the

Bureau of Commercial Fisheries indicate that Scottish seines

are four times as productive as conventional trawls due to

the larger area that can be covered, the lower percentage

of fish escaping capture, and the lessening of damage to the

catch during the operation.20

The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Exploratory Fishing

Gear Research Base in Seattle, Washington has been conducting

intensive research on trawl net reels in an attempt to

increase their efficiency, Several modifications have been

developed. Originally net cables were rewound into the reel

by water resistance on the trawl as it was set over the stern,

20 Derrett Dussel and Richard Long, "Scottish Seining
Offers Opportunity for Small Boats to Boost Catches," National
Fisherman, XLVIII (September, 1967), 1-5.
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This technique has been made obsolete by the use of a

hydraulic mechanism that performs this function more

effectively.

Another innovation has been the development of dual

section reels that implement the changing of trawl nets.

The new reel resembles the original except for its larger

size and the addition of a flange that divides it in the

middle. The new model has two distinct advantages over the

earlier one. If two different types of net are being used,

both nets can be carried on the same reel. The net to be

used can be set while the unused net is tied securely in

place so that it will not loosen when the reel rotates.

Another product of this research is the stem rail

roller that is designed to minimize wear and tear caused by

friction on nets and lines as they slide over the stern. The

rollers, which are constructed of 8 to 10 inch steel pipe,

have a rolling surface equal to the width of the net reel.

Bearings are located at each end which provide free rotation

for the rollers. These improvements in net reels are available

for commercial application. Reductions in both operational

and maintenance costs resulting from them should lead to their

widespread utilization.2 1

Bureau research has also produced a new cable winder

which is used for winding steel trawl cables between winches

21William High, "Recent Innovations for Trawl Net Reels,"
Commercial Fisheries Review, XXX (June, 1968), 42-45.
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and storage reels. The new device is composed of three

elemental parts: a reel lifter stand, an axle, and a drive

unit. Powered by a 34 horse power gasoline engine with factory

installed reduction gear, the device is compact, light in

weight and very stable. These characteristics make storage

easy and facilitate handling. It can be operated by two

men, Materials used in its construction are relatively

inexpensive and maintenance costs are low.

During its development the cable winder has been tested

extensively. Results indicate that the device is capable of

transferring two 300 fathom sections of 5/8 inch electrical

towing cable from a vessel's winches to storage reels in

models, Due to its efficiency and low operating costs it

should increase the profitability of commercial trawling

operations.22

The utilization of hydraulic power blocks has also

improved commercial fishery operations. Before their intro-

duction, nets on fishing vessels were hauled in from the water

onto the deck manually. Manual labor has traditionally been

the greatest operational expense on commercial fishing craft

and use of power blocks has reduced this cost significantly.

The power block can be adapted for use in several types

of fishing with boats and nets of many sizes. Its most

22Dan E. Ellis, "A Machine for Winding Trawl Cable,"
Commercial Fisheries Review, XXXI (January, 1969), 31-34.'1- A W t --4



widespread application has been in the purse seine fleets

where it has produced increases in overall efficiency.

Bigger nets can now be used resulting in larger average

catches.

Fisheries employing Scottish seines have also benefited

from the introduction of hydraulic power blocks. One of the

skippers reports that:

A power block makes hauling and stowing the net easier,
even with a reduced number of men. It also increases
the efficiency of hauling and speeds up operations,
allowing on average an extra haul a day. It increases
safety, for no one need stand on a platform during net
hauling, everyone can stand on deck. It provides extra
maneuverability, for the block can be swiveled on either
quarter, enabling the skipper to have more control of
his towing operations and permitting the net to be shot
closer to wrecks where the best catches are.

On small vessels where hydraulic power blocks might prove

to be too large or expensive gear or rope driven blocks can

be used. This is more effective than hauling the nets

manually.23

One of the greatest barriers to increases in the efficiency

of marine harvesting operations is the instability of fishing

vessels. As wave action increases, the danger of the vessel

drifting into its net also increases. Another hazard arising

from instability is the possibility of excessive strain

developing between the net and the ship. Either the cables

towing the net will snap or the ship will tip over.24

23Peter Brady, "Power Blocks for the Smaller Fishing Vessel,"
Fishin&ews International, VII (August, 1968), 46-48, 51.

24Peter Brady, "Fishing Vessel Stabilizers," FishinE News
International, VII (February, 1967), 30-31.
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In an attempt to increase vessel efficiency the Bureau

of Commercial Fisheries has developed a special stabilizer.

The device consists of a gas pipe with slots cut in its

upper service. When air is pumped through these slots a

lifting effect results. A pipe twelve feet in diameter can

produce as much as 13,000 pounds of lift.

In another model water is pumped through a hole in a

large cylinder to produce the same effect. When water is

forced under pressure through holes on the upper surface of

the cylinder a positive lift is generated. Conversely, by

pumping water through the holes on its lower surface a

negative lift effect is achieved. Both types of stabilizers

could be carried within the hull of fishing vessels and when

excessive instability occurs could be projected at right

angles. Actually, three dimensional controls could be

attained through use of these devices. Pitch could be regulated

by a row of cylinders attached to the sides of the ship.

Yaw could be controlled by rotating them to an angle per-

pendicular to the sides of the hull.2 5

The commercial use of such equipment would greatly

reduce the operational costs of fishing fleets, The catching

effectiveness of net operations is drastically reduced as

wind intensity increases. Also, excessive instability makes

25"A New Way to Keep Ships Steady," New Scientist, XXXVII
(March, 1968), 676.
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hauling tne catch on board more difficult. Crew efficiency

decreases in windy conditions because crewmen waste energy

in bracing against the roll.26

In summary, the overall trend in the development of

fishing vessels and their equipment has been toward greater

horsepower in both the main engines and in auxiliary equipment.

As a result, the speed and towing power of vessels has

increased. However, the most important advance is the reduction

of manpower requirements which traditionally has been the

major operational cost of fishing operations. This has been

accomplished while the capabilities of vessels and equipment

have been increased. 2 7

Z6Brady, p. 32.

2 7 John W. Gilbert, "How 1968 Vessel Development was
Affected by Fisheries," Fish Boat, XIII (December, 1968),
36-37.



CHAPTER IV

NEW METHODS AND EQUIPMENT USED TO PRESERVE
AND PROCESS MARINE FOOD PRODUCTS

If man is to increase the quantity and quality of food

products derived from the sea, improvements in the techniques

and equipment used to preserve and process marine foods

are essential. In response to this need important advances

in these areas are being made by various organizations.

Particular emphasis has been given to the development of

fish protein concentrate because of its significance as a

source of protein.

Advances in Marine Foods Preservation

One of the most significant developments made in recent

history in the field of marine foods preservation is the

increase in the amount of fish being frozen at sea. In

England cod, haddock and many other varieties are frozen on

board ship immediately after capture. They are either

frozen whole in 100-pound blocks or filleted and frozen into

?-pound blocks. There are important advantages to this

technique. The possibility of deterioration or spoilage

during storage or transport is almost entirely eliminated.

This means that fishing ships can remain at sea for extended

48
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periods without having to return to home ports to transfer

the catch to factories for processing. 1

The Russians have also begun to employ refrigeration

of large quantities of fish at sea. Utilizing large "factory

ships" that serve as warehouses the Russian vessels process

part of their catch and blast freeze the remainder. Transport

ships that provision the fleet also transfer the frozen

catch to home port. 2

American vessels such as the Sea Freeze Atlantic and

the Sea Freeze Pacific are capable of processing and freezing

their catch while at sea. The fish undergo preliminary

stages of processing and are then quickly blast frozen in

6j pound blocks. This technique produces a product of very

high quality and many American fisheries have adopted it

as a standard procedure.3

The introduction of cold storage on fishing vessels has

brought about the need to use sea-water ice as a substitute

for frozen fresh water in wet storage of fishery products.

The need is especially acute in fishing grounds where fresh-

water ice is scarce or unavailable K. o0. Kelly and W. T.

Little of Unilever Research Laboratory of Aberdeen, Scotland

have been conducting experiments to compare the effectiveness

1"Plant Thaws Frozen Fish by Vacuum Heat Process," Fishing
News International, VII (June, 1968), 48.

2Bardach, p. 127.

3"Two New Freezer Factoryships May Put the U. 8. Back
in the Fish Industry Race," Quick Frozen Foods, XXXI (September,
1968), 99.
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of these freezing agents. In the experiments equal quantities

of fish were stored in two conventional fish boxes, one con-

taining fresh-water ice and the other containing frozen sea-

water. After nine days of storage both samples showed the

same rate of deterioration and the temperature readings were

almost identical. However, the sea-water ice melted at a

slightly greater rate than did fresh-water ice.

As a result of these studies Kelly and Little concluded

that there was not an appreciable difference in the effectiveness

of sea-water ice and fresh-water ice as chilling agents for

fish. These findings are significant in that small vessels

not equipped with refrigeration units will be able to minimize

the rate of spoilage in their catch without the need for

fresh-water ice.4

A Florida firm has recently developed a new freezing

system which may prove to be an important innovation. The

basic component of the new device is a rotating cylinder which

serves as the primary freezing element. The cylinder is

double walled and refrigerant flows between the two layers in

a spiral pattern, The refrigerating effect is forced outward

due to insulating material located in the interior of the

drum. Enclosing these inner parts of the mechanism is an

insulating housing that also is refrigerated, providing

sub-zero temperatures.

4K. 0. Kelly and W. T. Little, "The Use of Sea Water Ice
for Storage of Fish," Journal of Food Tehnolo&x, III (June,
1968), 151-158.
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A stainless steel conveyor belt, which is syncronized

to the surface speed of the revolving cylinder, transports

sea food to the freezing unit. Once the sea food is deposited

on the outer surface of the cylinder it adheres instantly

and is frozen solid by conduction as the cylinder turns.

The degree of freezing can be regulated by varying the

speed of the cylinder's revolutions. Once freezing has been

accomplished the fish are removed from the drum by a spring-

loaded bumper bar and a soft neophrene paddle wheel. The

device is available in two sizes. The smaller model, which

requires a 10 to 12 ton refrigeration system, is capable of

freezing 500 pounds per hour. The other has a 1,000 tons per

hour capacity and requires a 24 to 28 ton system. The speed

and efficiency of the device exceed those of conventional

freezers.

The development of this machinery should prove advantageous

both to fishing vessels and to processing factories. Only

eight feet of floor space is needed for installation of the

smaller model making it ideal for use of trawlers. The larger

one could conceivably be used on future large floating factory

ships. A unique advantage of this freezer is that fish can

be frozen individually.5

The overall trend in the design of refrigeration units

on fishing vessels has been toward greater capacity. Also

fishermen are utilizing more efficient sources of power such

5 "New Rotary Freezer Designed," FishinE Gazette, LXXXV
(December, 1968), 14.
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as individual diesel engines and hydraulic motors. On some

vessels high-capacity electrical systems are being used to

power not only the freezing units but all the auxiliary

equipment., 6

The tremendous increase in the quantity of fish frozen

at sea has led to the need for a more effective device for

thawing fish in processing plants. The prevailing techniques

and equipment utilized in returning the frozen products to

ambient temperatures are slow and costly. Discoloration and

damage from oxidation caused by the presence of warm air and

weight loss due to drying are serious problems.

In an attempt to improve on current techniques, a British

refrigeration engineering firm is developing a new vacuum

heat thawing process. Fish are placed in an enclosed chamber

and a partial vacuum is created. Steam is then pumped into

the enclosure and subsequently expands to a maximum pressure.

As the steam expands the temperature drops to a predetermined

level. The firm claims several inherent advantages for the

new process. It is fast, oxidation-free, non-drying and

eliminates the possibility of damage to the product caused

by partial cooking. Consequently, the nutritional value of

the product is maintained. The price of the new equipment is

low and operating costs are less than with conventional thawing

processes.7

6John W. Gilbert, "How 1968 Vessel Development was Affected
by Fisheries," Fish Boat, XII (December, 1968), 85-87.

7 "Plant Thaws Frozen Fish by Vacuum Heat Process," 48.
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The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries technological laboratory

has been conducting experiments to test the effectiveness

of gamma radiation in fish preservation. Gamma rays can be

used to bombard and destroy bacteria directly or to initiate

lethal chemical reactions that disrupt the bacteria's environment.

The Bureau is currently testing two basic processes

involving the use of gamma rays, pasteurization and sterilization.

Radiation sterilization totally destroys all the bacteria and

enzymes that might exist in the fish. Radiation pasteurization

only destroys most of the bacteria present. The difference

in the effects of the two techniques is the degree of radiation

employed. However, both have proven to be highly effective.

In earlier attempts to use radiation as a preservative,

objectionable flavors and odors resulted, However, the Bureau

has found that irradiation at an extremely low temperature

will eliminate these effects. Also, these studies indicate

that sterilization radiation, unlike heat sterilization, does

not diminish the firmness of the flesh.

The shelf life of irradiated fish has been found to be

three times as that of non-irradiated fish at the same temper-

ature. As a result, the fresh taste of recently caught fish

can be retained for a much longer period of time than otherwise

would be the case. This should increase the potential market

for marine products.8

8Louis J. Ronsivalli, "Preservation of Fish by the Use
of Gamma Rays," Commercial Fisheries Review, XXIX (June,
1967), 46-6o.



Although the introduction of radiation pasteurization

and refrigeration has led to radical decreases in bacterial

spoilage of fishery products they have not eliminated the

damage caused by oxidation. In an effort to better under-

stand and eventually control oxidation of fish oils, the

Food Science Pioneer Research Laboratory of the Bureau of

Commercial Fisheries is conducting intensive research in

this field.

Oxidation poses a serious problem because it results in

the loss of original flavors. Furthermore, if it continues

for prolonged periods it can lead to the development of

rancid flavors and discoloration of tissues.

Preliminary experiments involving the use of antitoxins

that have proven useful in processing other types of food

products have been unsuccessful because the chemical components

of fish are very unstable. Current studies are being conducted

on silver salmon and menhaden.

If the pioneer research laboratory is successful in

developing an effective antitoxin it will represent a major

breakthrough in the field of marine food preservation. The

need for such a development will become even more acute with

the increasing use of radiation sterilization and refrigeration

because both types of preservation tend to increase rather

than decrease the tendency for fish oils to oxidize.9

9Maurice Stansley, "Oxidative Changes are being Investigated
at New Food Science Pioneer Research Laboratory," Commercial
Fisheries Review, XXIX (October, 1967), 41,
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One of the greatest problems faced by the fishing

industries of underdeveloped countries is the need for an

economical, yet effective, method of fish preservation.

Unlike the more technologically developed nations, which

utilize modern techniques and equipment, the less advanced

countries must develop methods that are less costly. Although

preservation of fish by salting is a method that has been

in common use for many centuries, it is a lengthy process.

The relatively long period required poses a serious problem

in tropical areas due to the deterioration that occurs before

the salt has penetrated sufficiently to act as a preservative.

If a quick salting process could be developed it would be a

major breakthrough.

In an effort to reduce the time required in salting

operations F. R. Del Valle and J. L. Gonzalez-Inigo have

developed a new technique which may provide a solution to the

problem. In initial experiments Del Valle was successful in

developing a quick salting process that reduced the time

expended in salting shark. In later research, the new process

was tested on various species of food fish. The technique

involves several steps. First the fish muscle is ground into

meal. Next salt is added and the mixture is pressed into

cakes. In the final step they are set in the sun to dry.

Results of the tests indicate that the minimum amount of

salt needed for each species was directly related to the

capacity of the fresh muscle to hold water. The following
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table indicates the moisture salt and protein content of

salted samples of various fish species before and after the

muscle was pressed and in the press juice.

TABLE II

RESULTS OF MATERIAL BALANCE EVALUATIONS OF SALTED
FISH SAMPLES BEFORE AND AFTER PRESSING

Moisture Content Salt Content Protein Content
Fish A B C A B A B C
Spanish 51.5 37.0 75.3 53.8 43.5 37,4 18.3 32.5 0.1
Mackerel
Mullet 55.7 38.7 72.9 29.6 37.0 39.4 14.6 30.4 0.4
Skipjack 49.4 43.3 70.9 32.2 35.6 36.5 18.8 26.9 0.3
Carp 55.8 48.2 73.8 29.1 31.3 36.8 22.8 31.7 1.5
Dolphin 14.5 149.5 67.9 24.0 22.7Z4o.3 11.? 16.7 0.0

Source: F. R. Del Valle and J. L. Gonzalez-Inigo, "A
Quick-Salting Process for Fish," Food Technolo XXII (September,
1968), 87.

The percentages entered under the columns marked "A"

represent the material balances in muscle samples before

being pressed. Those under columns marked "B" are material

balances in muscle samples after pressing. Those under columns

marked "C" were ascertained from the press juice from each

sample.

The percentages tabulated in the column headed "salt

content before pressing" indicate the minimum amount of salt

required in each sample to produce cakes of optimum quality.

If the salt significantly exceeded this minimum quantity the

pressing resulted in hard, brittle cakes. If it was less than

the optimum amount it produced only gelatinous masses. Another

significant finding was that the loss of protein in the press
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juices was minimal. Also, the high concentration of salt

in the solution indicated that the salt could be recovered

and reused in large scale salting operations.

The development of this process is of tremendous sig-

nificance. It produces a product of high nutritional value

at relatively low cost. Del Valle and Gonzalez-Inigo also

contend that fish cakes produced by this method can be stored

almost indefinitely at a wide range of temperatures without

refrigeration. The fact that the process is inexpensive and

requires no special skills means that it falls within the

technological capability of many developing countries which

need a cheap source of protein.10

Developments in Marine Foods Processing

The Japanese, who use large fleets of factory ships,

process great quantities of fish at sea. They not only produce

dressed fish and fillets but also manufacture fish meal.

Both whole fish and waste from on board fish processing are

used as raw material in fish meal preparation. This has been

facilitated by the introduction of a centrifugal reduction

unit that is capable of processing 50 metric tons of raw

material per day. First the raw material is cooked under

controlled heat and pressure. This is followed by the recovery

of gross solids in a decanter type centrifuge. The material

then goes to an indirect heat dryer, where the liquid emulsion

10F. F. Del Valle and J. L. Gonzeles-Inigo, "A Quick-
Salting Process for Fish," Food Technology XXII (September,
1968), 85-88.
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is heated to a predetermined temperature and then transferred

into a self-cleaning centrifuge which separates it into clean

oil, fine solids, and "stickwater". The solids then undergo

further processing in a dryer.

The new centrifugal system is superior to conventional

types in several respects. It is better suited for fishing

vessels than mechanical presses because of its lighter weight

and greater compactness. The heavy press machinery and boilers

that characterize conventional models have been eliminated.

Therefore, less space is required for its installation, Cen-

trifugal reduction is also more efficient than mechanical

pressing. Greater recovery of fish meal is accomplished with

less fuel, water, and operating personnel required.

The Japanese have twelve such systems currently in

operation in their trawler fleets and the increases in pro-

ductivity that have resulted are substantial. Saleable products

of high quality have been produced from unmarketable whole

fish and waste from onboard fish visceration, As a result of

its phenomenal success other countries must eventually turn

to centrifugal reduction as a means to increase the pro-

ductivity of their own fishing industries.11

The development of a new fish deboning machine that

recovers up to 50 per cent of the waste from fish skeletals may

also lead to increases in productivity of the fish processing

118akai Kenji, "Twelve Great Japanese Trawlers Install
Swedish Centrifugal System," Ocean Fisheries, IV (January,
1968), 19-20.
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industry. The new machine, which debones fish automatically,

increases the edible yield per fish. A wide range of fish

species of different sizes can be processed with the same

machine by inserting perforated plates of various diameters

through which the fish are ground. After grinding, the fish

are transferred to a unit which separates the edible material

from waste matter. The bones, scales, and fins are ejected

from one end of the machine while from the other end the fish

tissue is recovered.

The product of this process is used in a wide range of

fishery products, including croquettes, fishburgers, baby food,

fish sticks, fish wieners, and fish sausage. However, perhaps

the most important application of this device is in the

production of fish protein concentrate. To many, the idea

of utilizing the entire fish, including the entrails and

fecal matter, to make the concentrate is repulsive despite

its nutritional value. The new deboning process separates

all the objectionable matter from the fish tissue before

processing.12

The Development of Fish Protein Concentrate

The rapid growth of the world's population and the

resulting food shortages that prevail in many areas of the

world has made the need for a cheap source of animal protein

very acute. Protein starved children cannot develop the

12U. C. Samuel, "Deboning Machine Recoups 50% of Waste
from Fish Skeletal," Food Processnand Marketing, XXVIII
(July, 1967), 92.
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myelin sheathing around the nerve cells in their brains.

Even if a child receives an adequate number of calories he

can still suffer from malnutrition. Furthermore, if he does

not consume a sufficient amount of the amino acids contained

in protein his innate intellectual capacity may not develop

to its full potential. As a result, the children of under-

developed countries and even the poor of technologically

advanced societies may not catch up in intellectual development

to their better nourished age mates.13

The food yields derived from the oceans have not been

efficiently used. The recovery of protein from current catches

has been much less than 100 per cent because a high percentage

of the fish tissue has been considered unfit for human con-

sumption. This waste material includes the entrails, fins,

head, tail, and fecal matter. Another problem has been that

many fish species that could be harvested in great quantities

are unpalatable to human taste. All of this raw material

contains protein matter that could be utilized to meet human

needs if it could be transformed into an edible form.

The solution to the problem has centered around the

creation of a low cost concentrate that meets human hygene

standards but does not do damage to the proteins. The development

of fish protein concentrate; a dried, defatted, odorless and

tasteless powder, holds great promise as a possible solution,

13Bardach, pp. 131-132.



It can be utilized as a food additive, providing an adequate

amino acid balance for the human diet at low costo14

Despite the potential value of such a concentrate, early

efforts by private industry to develop a marketable product

met with failure. In 1962 the Food and Drug Administration

ruled that the concentrate would be regarded as an "Adulterated

Article" citing Section 402 (2), (3) of the Drug Cosmetic

Act. This ruling was based on the FDA's conclusion that the

material contained parts of the fish which rendered it

inedible.15

The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries had indicated an

interest in the development of a fish concentrate as a

potential economic stimulus for the American Fishing Industry

as early as 1961. With the failure of private industry to

develop a marketable product the Bureau initiated a research

program to study the manufacture and use of FPC, The main

goal of the program was to effect a joint effort between

government and industry to develop a palatable protein rich

concentrate available for public consumption at a low price.

The initial research was aimed at discovering the reasons

for the past failures of commercial attempts to manufacture

and market fish concentrate, To facilitate this research a

worldwide survey was made of other countries' efforts in the

14
Donald G. Snyder, "The Fish Protein Concentrate Story,"

Food Technology# XXI (September, 1967), 70-72.

15%ardach, p. 160.
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field. Several reasons were discovered for the ineffectiveness

of private programs. Terrific processing problems have been

caused by inefficient processing methods. Many difficulties

arise from dependence on a single process rather than taking

a "multi-disciplinary approach". Perhaps the overriding cause

for failure was the inadequate funding of both research and

marketing operations,16

As a result of the efforts by the Bureau of Commercial

Fisheries, procedures for rendering whole fish into a savory

yellowish powder were successfully worked out. In 1968 the

Federal Food and Drug Administration declared that fish protein

concentrate as developed by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

is "safe for human consumption".17

Following the FDA's approval Congress passed legislation

providing for the establishment of an experimental processing

plant which would be used to demonstrate the procedures

developed by the Bureau in the production of FPC. The con-

struction of the plant is to be the initial step in a program

of "providing a safe and wholesome fish protein concentrate

for human consumption".18

There are several types of FPC processing methods in

current use in various parts of the world. In the United States,

16snyder, p. 73.

17Bardach, p. 161.

18Hearinps before the Subcommittee on Fisheries and
Wildlife Conservation, House of Representatives, 2nd Session
(Washington, 196$) p. 1.
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Peru, and other nations of the western hemisphere chemical

techniques are chiefly employed. Chemical processing is

based on the use of solvent extraction to remove the water

and lipids from raw fish to produce a bland-tasting, light-

colored protein powder. Biological processing which involves

fermentation is the oldest technique and is used predominantly

in the Far East for the production of sauces and pastries.

The newest technique for producing fish concentrate is based

on physical processes such as the utilization of a high

voltage current to separate the components of fish tissue.

Although chemical methods are more efficient in processing

FPC, biological techniques are simpler and do not require the

use of costly equipment. FPC production based upon biological

processing results in the separation of protein material

from the water and lipids in fish tissue by simple physical

means. The soluble protein cleavage products that result

are tasty but much less nourishing than those resulting from

chemical FPC preparation. Also, biologically produced products

are expensive and have a high salt content.

The physical methods of FPC production require complicated

and cstly equipment and are, therefore, utilized in only the

technologically advanced countries. The Russians, Japanese,

and Americans have processing industries seeking to develop

production programs based upon physical techniques because

they produce a concentrate of greater nutritional value.
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There are currently two physical methods under development.

One involves the passage of electrical currents through raw

fish to separate the oils, water and water soluble constituents

and solids. The other method is designed to remove moisture

from fish tissue by first grinding the fish into small particles

and then dispersing them in a non-volatile liquid that produces

the same effect as a heat transfer unit. When the pressure is

reduced over the surface of the heated mixture the water

evaporates rapidly and the fish particles are retained in the

heat transfer medium. Later the particles are either removed

by filtration or centrifugation.19

The significance of FPC development cannot be exaggerated.

Production of vegetable matter which represents the primary

source of protein and calories must be supplemented with protein

derived from animal tissue to meet the nutritional needs of

an expanding world population. The declines in agricultural

production occurring in two-thirds of the developing countries

of the world increases the need for a protein supplement that

can be produced in large quantity at low cost. The development

of FPC represents a great step toward fulfilling this need.

FPC is stable at room temperature, retains its high nutritional

value and can be incorporated easily into a wide variety of

food products. It also can be produced in great quantity

19George M. Knobl, "World Efforts Toward FPC," Food
Technolo XXI (August, 1967), 56-59.
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at relatively low cost. Thus, it fulfills all the requirements

for a protein supplement. 2 0

20Donald G. Snyder, p. 74.



CHAPTER V

NATIONAL PROGRAMS OF MARINE RESEARCH

Various countries, particularly the United States and

the Soviet Union, have undertaken comprehensive programs

of marine research. The initiation of such programs by

national government was brought about largely by the

efforts of prominent scientists who pointed out the need

for more effectively exploiting the food potential of the

oceans.

Perhaps the most influential of these scientists is

Lionel A. Walford, the Chief of the Branch of Fishery Biology

of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, who conducted

a special study for the Conservation Foundation in 1958.

Mr. Walford was asked by the foundation to determine the

type of scientific programs that would provide the most

effective means of increasing the food yields from the oceans

to satisfy human needs.

The results of Walford's studies are contained in his

book, Living Resources of the Sea, in which he emphasizes the

need for a comprehensive program of basic as well as applied

research. In commenting on the need for research he points

out that:

Most of the financial and moral support goes to achieve
ends which can be easily foreseen. It is important to
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"enlarge our knowledge of the marine environments
and the life which they contain". This must be done
without the obligation of showing an eventual appli-
cation. It is from basic research that principles of
wide application are most likely to be discovered
and from which the now undreamed of treasures of
knowledge are likely to emerge.

It is Walford's opinion that the sea's potential as a

food source can never be fully exploited until the principles

that govern the behavioral characteristics and abundance of

marine life have been fully understood. He adds that these

principles can only be discovered through basic research.

He also contends that although the general tendency of fishery

development is toward improvement, it tends to be too unorganized.

He asserts that the expansion of marine research and technology

must be purposeful and orderly. This can only be accomplished

if it is based on knowledge concerning the biology and chemistry

of organisms within the sea.2

By the early 1960's the United States government began

to show a growing realization of the importance of marine

research. The result of this realization is the significant

legislation recently passed by Congress committing the Federal

government to new programs aimed at more effectively utilizing

marine resources. The Marine Resources and Development Act

of 1966 states that:

It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United
States to develop, encourage, and maintain a coordinate

1Walford, p. 8.

21bid., pp. 9-10.
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comprehensive program in marine science for the
benefit of mankind to assist in protection of health
and prosperity, enhancement of commerce, transportation
and national security, rehabilitation of our commercial
fisheries 5nd increased utilization of these and other
resources.

The objectives of the new legislation as outlined in

the act include the initiation of accelerated programs to

develop maritime resources, to expand man's knowledge of the

sea, and to expand the role of private enterprise in marine

resource development. The underlying theme of the act is

the restoration of America's leadership in the fields of

marine science and resource development.

The act also establishes a new National Council on Marine

Resources and Engineering Development to be headed by the

Vice-President. The responsibilities of this body will be

to plan and initiate a broad scientific program designed to

increase man's knowledge of the sea. Subject matter in the

program includes exploration, conservation and utilization

of resources and description and prediction of the marine

environment.

The Council has been charged with the responsibilities

of coordinating these scientific activities and also reviewing

the performances of the various governmental agencies that are

responsible for administering them.

The act also provides for the establishment of a

Commission of Marine Science, Engineering and Resources to

3"Marine Resources and Development Act of 1966," Congressional
Record, CXII (1966), p. 203.
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be appointed by the President. The body will consist of

members drawn from the ranks of governmental, industrial

and academic scientists and will be responsible for the

formulation of a comprehensive oceanographic program that

will meet both present and future needs of the United States

in the field of marine resource exploitation. The new plan

is to be based on a broad investigation into all the aspects

of marine science and technology.

In accomplishing this task the Commission is to determine

the level of marine exploitation required to maintain our

national economy. The Commission is also responsible for

reviewing the effectiveness of existing research programs

and engineering projects aimed at increasing our knowledge of

the marine environment. 4

Another important piece of legislation in the field of

Marine Research is the National Sea Grant College and Program

Act of 1966. Drafted by Senator Clayborne Pill, this bill

is designed to speed up progress in the areas of marine

research and technology. There are three basic types of

grants provided for in this act. The institutional grant is

made to educational and research institutions with oceano-

logical programs already in progress. It is designed to

coordinate efforts in diverse fields such as sea law and marine

biology and, therefore, it emphasized a multi-disciplinary

41bid., pp. 204-206.
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approach. The limited institutional grant is to be offered

to colleges and universities that have outstanding programs

in some fields of science, but do not as yet have compre-

hensive programs in oceanographic sciences. The third type

of grant will be to specific projects.5

All of these grants involve contributions by the Federal

government of two dollars for every one dollar provided by

the recipient of the grant. The first institutions to receive

grants under the act are Oregon State University, awarded a

one year grant of $553,000, the University of Rhode Island

with a grant of $477,280 and the University of Washington

with a half year grant of $229,000.

The significance of this legislation should not be under-

estimated. Robert B. Abel, head administrator of the Sea

Grant Programs, has stated that industry benefits tremendously

from this program. He supports this statement by pointing

out that a company discovering a new approach to exploiting

a marine resource without sufficient capital to develop it

can "triple the effectiveness of its money" under the two to

one grant system. However, government and the university

involved also benefit. The government achieves an "integrated

program" and the institution involved can more easily see the

commercial possibilities of their development with industrial

advice.

5"National Sea Grant Colleges and Programs Act of 1966,"
U. S. Statutes at Large (Washington, 1966), p. 998.
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Industry has been quick to see the many benefits of the

program and has given its enthusiastic support. This fact

is illustrated by the response of industry to an offer from

Florida Atlantic University at Boca Raton. The University

has incorporated into its graduate oceanographical degree

program a new on-the-job training feature which provides for

six months of study and six months of on-the-job training.

Many companies involved in marine resource development in

the area are cooperating in the program.

The University of Rhode Island is also making a sig-

nificant contribution under the Sea Grants Program. The

University is assembling a new oceanographic library which

will serve to inform scientists, the public and private industry

of the results of new research developments. The University

will also conduct research in the fields of conservation,

oceanology and extraction of food from the sea.

The University of Washington is spending almost $3 million

annually to conduct oceanology research in several fields.

The work carried on by this institution under the program

deals directly with developing marine food resources. Research

is being conducted in the areas of fish detection and the

harvesting of fish schools through the use of sound waves.

Research is also being done to improve the taste of marine foods.6

6"Why They Plunge into Sea Research," Business Week
(June 1, 1968), 120.
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This legislation represents a national commitment to

divert considerable resources both public and private to

basic and applied research. The development of marine food

resources should benefit greatly from this commitment. It

represents a growing realization by both sectors of the

economy of the importance of the oceans as an economic resource

not only to the United States, but also to the world in

general.

The Soviet Union, another maritime power, has also exhibited

a growing interest in the potential of oceanographic studies.

The twenty-third Communist Party Congress adopted a new five-

year plan in 1965 which provided for a 50 per cent increase in

fishery productivity by 1970.. The need for greater yields has

been caused by the failure of livestock production to attain

expected target goals. The fishing industry plays a major

role in providing the population with an adequate supply of

protein. More than one-third of the annual protein produced

is harvested from the sea.

The Soviet government's ministry of fisheries is responsible

for controlling and coordinating all fishery operations. The

Soviet Institute of Oceanology, located in Moscow, serves as

a center for basic research. The Soviets have evidently

recognized the necessity for studies of this nature in the

future development of marine technologies. The Institute

coordinates the activities of over 20 research laboratories

which employ 900 scientists and 3,000 workers. Moreover,
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there are other government labs not directly under the

control of the Institute. Altogether there are 135 research

laboratories and 2,000 scientists engaged in marine research.

Another government agency, the National Council for the

Utilization of the Resources of the Sea, plays an important

role in supporting research projects. It has the primary

responsibility of gathering and distributing important research

discoveries to end users. It is also the responsibility of

this body to promote an optimum allocation of marine resources.

Perhaps the most significant development to date resulting

from the Soviet government's emphasis on marine research is

the growth of a research fleet second only to the United States

in size and capability. There are currently over 100 oceano-

graphic and hydrographic research ships in operation and

there are about 9,000 people working in the Soviet program.

A new fleet of deep sea research submersibles is under con-

struction and special emphasis is being placed on deep sea

oceanographic studies.7

Report of a Congressional Deleation to Poland and the
Soviet Un i House of Representatives Washington,1966,
pp. 1-15.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

In analyzing the effectiveness of current programs to

promote fishery growth one must take into consideration the

fact that the dominant characteristic of fishery development

throughout the world has been the uneven distribution of

fisheries and catches. Norman J. Wilimousky, a noted Canadian

marine biologist, attributes this situation to several factors.

The bulk of harvesting activities are presently limited to

the area above continental shelves. This means that only a

mere 7.6 per cent of the ocean's surface area is producing

anywhere near potential yields. In less technologically

developed countries coastal fisheries are predominant and

markets are close to the fishing grounds. The indigenous

fishing industries are largely producing for domestic con-

sumption rather than for export. As a result, only the

technologically advanced nations which possess the sophisticated

equipment required for distant water operations have developed

major fisheries, Even with these tools, the advanced countries

such as the United States, Russia, and Japan still harvest

most of their catch from coastal waters.1

1Norman J. Wilimousky, "Present and Future of World
Fisheries," Canadian Fisherman, LV, No. 7 (July, 1968),
18-23.
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John Bardach, another noted authority writing in 1968,

contends that there remains great disparity between the

average per capita consumption of underdeveloped nations and

that of technologically advanced countries. Furthermore,

this disparity continues to grow. He notes that "proteins

from the sea now flow from regions where hunger is rampant

to those of abundance".*02

S. J. Holt, another expert in this field, expresses

similar views concerning the need for an effective management

of fishery development throughout the world. He contends

that present international programs are inadequate. The

existing system is made up of more than twenty regional or

intergovernmental bodies created by various international

agreements or by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the

U. N. It is the function of these organizations not only to

coordinate research, but also to establish rules to regulate

fishery activities. The most recently established of these

organizations is the International Commission for the

Conservation of Atlantic Tunas. The oldest is the International

Council for the Exploration of the Sea. Another important

regulatory body is the Food and Agricultural Organization's

Department of Fisheries.

Holt points out that their potential effectiveness has

been stifled by insufficient financial support on the part of

2Bardach, p. 119.



member nations. "Even if one assumes that adequate funds

will be forthcoming the crucial question of how to achieve

an equitable division of sustainable yields among those

countries participating still remains." There must be

general agreement on national allocations for each species

harvested. The achievement of such an agreement is difficult

because each nation seeks the largest share possible for

itself. Some basis for agreement must be arrived at.

In summary, it may be said that although significant

advancements are being made in the technology employed in

exploiting the seats food potential, much remains to be done.

Progress has been largely limited to the technologically

advanced countries. Despite the recognition on the part of

several countries of the importance of marine research, man's

knowledge of the sea is still very limited. Large geographic

gaps remain in marine research and development. This is due

to the inability of less advanced countries to develop the

required technology.

Although it is difficult to estimate what future food

yields from the sea may be, such a forecast is currently being

undertaken by the Food and Agricultural Organization of the

United Nations as part of a broader program to predict what

the total world food production will be in the years 1975 and

1985. To do this it is necessary to make appraisals concerning

the potential food resources of the oceans. Also, possible
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future technological advancement must be considered as well

as probable changes in consumer demands.

Resource appraisals already completed on an area basis

indicate that the total world potential catch may be several

times the size of current yields. Considering U, S. coastal

waters alone, the potential catch is estimated at some 20

million tons annually. This number exceeds the total current

harvests by about 14 million tons.3

Several experts have attempted to predict future trends

in marine food resource development. Dr. J. D. H. Strickland

of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography is currently organizing

research into the nature of oceanic food chains that may con-

tribute greatly to our knowledge of marine life, His program

emphasizes a multi-disciplinary approach including chemical,

biological and ecological studies of marine organism and their

environment, Initial operations are being carried out in the

area adjacent to La Jolla, California. He feels that this

type of comprehensive basic research will play an increasingly

important role in the future,4

John Bardach, in commenting on possible future trends in

marine harvesting techniques, predicts that "aquaculture" will

become a very important means of increasing food yields from

the sea by the end of the century, In supporting this contention,

SJ. Holt, "Food Resources of the Ocean," Scientific
American, CCXXI (September, 1969), 188.

4"Annual Report for Year Ending June 30, 1967," Scripps
Institute of Oeanora , p. 32.
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he states that: "Under favorable conditions production of

animal flesh from a unit volume of water far exceeds that

from a unit of surface of ground." 5

Ian Lowe has expressed similar views concerning this

subject. He forecasts the development of fish farming or

"aquaculture" into a major industry. He also predicts that

various strains of fish will be bred to develop the most

commercially desirable characteristics. Also, he states

that the rearing of shellfish may be the most important

facet of future aquaculture development since they are the

most efficient users of the basic food of the sea.6

The rearing of shellfish is based on the principle of

concentrating the energy of small organisms into larger ones

to facilitate harvesting operations. This relates to the

controversy over whether or not to "work back down the food

chain". According to this theory, by harvesting the small

biomasses that larger species feed upon, potential yields

could be expanded from 100 million or 200 million tons to

150 billion tons. Theoretically the net effect would be to

preserve the energy expended by the predatory fish in their

feeding activities. However, S. J. Holt points out that this

energy is actually expended just as efficiently as the energy

that would be required to harvest the dispersed fish food.

5John Bardach, "Aquaculture," Science, CC (September 13,
1968), 1098-1106,

6 Ian Lowe, "Prospects for $ea Fish Farming," New Scientist,
XXXV (July 6, 1967), 31-33.
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Therefore, the issue of whether we should back down the

food chain is still not settled. Its resolution will be

determined by the results of further analysis. 7

James H. Johnson feels that no matter how this question

is settled, oceanography is going to play an ever expanding

role in the development of new marine resources, By increasing

our understanding of the principles that govern the distribution

and abundance of food fish and making this information available

to commercial fisheries, oceanography will aid In predicting

the location of new fishing grounds. Furthermore, oceanographic

surveys will provide commercial fisheries with stock assessments

indicating the maximum substantial yield of a newly discovered

fishing ground and the determination of existing substocks.A

7Holt, p. 193.

8James H. Johnson, "Oceanography's Role in Developing
Marine Resources," Commercial Fisheries Review, XXX (March,
1968), 27-38.
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